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B4_E8_80_83_c73_534389.htm The question of what we find

attractive in others and what we can do to enhance our own best

assets 1s a major preoccupation during at least some part of our lives

．①Sadly，the ideal lovers of sexual fantasieS are usually

completely unrealistic because our relationship to them is

over-simplistic，lacking intimacy， bondingor emotional

commitment． A principal pleasure in imagining seducing or being

seduced by your fantasy lover is his or her unavailability in real life

．Understanding the secrets of attraction will enahie you to relate to

others in a more fulfilling way． Of course people do grow to love

people over time，while“love at first sight”is sometimes lost．

Nothing in life is concrete； we change in our tastes all the time．

What and who we find attractive is highly fluidwe are all friends with

at least one person whom we did not like when we first met them．

。 In the same way that first impressions about people can be

completely wron9，our feelings of attraction are sometimes

unreliable． The surer you are of your own likes and dislikes the

more attractive you are to others，because selb con±idence is

usually rated as being attractive． But remember that being a good

listener，together with showing sensitivity to the feelings of those

around you，can be equally attractive． Your aesthetic intuition

counts for a lot． Be careful how much you let your intrusive

intellect muscle in on territory best dominated by your gut feelings．



④Tune in to your own body language as you come close to

someone of the opposite sex． Continually reminding yourself that

you are able to change your mind about other people and what

artracts you to them is a way of escaping the limitations in life that we

all too often construct around us． As you enhance your love of

variety and your love affair with life，so your love of yourself will

grow．By trying to be optimistic and positive you can obtain a much

greater level of contentment in your life，and deVelop an

understanding that a wider scope of what is attractive to you in other

people will greatly enhance the likelihood of your meeting someone

to whom you are very attracted and who is attracted to you．⑥ We

all have expectations of people’s characters and personalities and

we base these on physical aPPearanceResearch shows these

expectations are usually inaccurate．We are continually bombarded

with massmedia-conceived images of what is attractive，yet most of

us fail to match these images．[420 words] 1．In the author’s

opinion，______ is the secret of attraction． A．what we can do to

enhance our own attraction B．what we find attractive in the people

we like C．the pleasure of being seduced by one’s lover D．the

unavailability of idealIovers in reallife 2．The author argues

that______． A．“love at first sight”is no more than a fiction B

．one’s feelings of attraction change over time C．one usually

dislikes the person he first meets D．one’s first impressions about

others are illusive 3．According to the text，what can help one

enhance his attraction includes his______．百考试题祝大家百考

试题捷！ A．self-assurance B．selflessness C．enthusiasm D



．integrity 4．The phrase“gut feelings”(Line 2，Paragraph

3)most probably means______． A．instinct B．perception C

．intelligence D．comprehension 5．The author contends that if

one wants to find his ideal lover，he should______． A．be more

optimistic and positive B．escape the limitations in his life C

．develop a wider notion of attraction D．be free from the

influence of mass-media 超纲词汇 preoccupationn．当务之急

seduce vt．诱使 fantasy n．幻想，白日梦 intrusive adj．打扰的

，插入的 gut adj．直觉的 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题
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